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Abstract—In wireless communication, to attain high throughput 
and better transmission quality, there is a need of better system  
design .  Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is 
a  techniques  for  parallel  transmission.  The  performance  of 
OFDM  can be improved by using some kind of channel coding. 
This form of OFDM is called coded-OFDM (COFDM). In this 
paper Turbo code is used as channel coding with OFDM, called 
Turbo coded OFDM .This paper compares the  performance of 
Turbo coded OFDM using binary phase shift  keying (BPSK) , 
Quadrature  Phase  Shift  Keying    (QPSK)  ,  Quadrature 
Amplitude  Modulation  (QAM)    modulation  technique  for 
different  Rayleigh  and  Rician  fading  channel  .  Results  is 
formulated  that a combination fading channel and modulation 
technique  gives better performance.  
Keywords-  Turbo  coded  orthogonal  frequency  division 
multiplexing ,Rayleigh ,Rician fading channel. 
I.   INTRODUCTION (HEADING 1) 
        Spectral  efficiency  of  frequency  division  multiplexing 
(FDM) is  very  low. The carriers are spaced sufficiently  far 
apart to ensure non-overlapping spectra in FDM. Multi tone 
modulation  (MTM)  or  Multi  carrier  modulation  (MCM) 
system uses multiple low data rate carriers  to convert in to a 
single higher data rate information signal. A single  channel in 
this  MCM  system  is  a  low-rate  signaling  path,  hence  less 
susceptible to inter symbol interference unlike the case of a 
single carrier system. OFDM is a discrete multi tone (DMT) 
system, making use of Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) 
for    modulation  and  Fast  Fourier  Transform  (FFT)  for 
demodulation.  Input  data  is  assembled  into  block  of  N 
complex numbers, considering one input per channel. IFFT is 
performed on this block and the result is transmitted serially 
and at  the receiver, FFT is performed block wise to recover 
the  data.  As  FFT  &  IFFT  is  computationally  efficient  so 
OFDM  is  a  popular  modulation  scheme  in  high-speed 
communication systems. OFDM with forward error correction 
methods  is  most  suitable  scheme  to  transmit  information 
efficiently. 
 
A  type  of  convolutional  code  ,  called  turbo  codes  that 
enable the reduction of errors in noisy channels without the 
need to increase the signal power. A turbo code consists three 
distinct  part  namely  encoder,  interleaver  and  decoder  .The 
performance  of  turbo  code  depend  on  the  design  & 
implementation of all the three part. A typical turbo encoder 
uses  parallel  concatenated  convolutional  codes  (PCCC)  in 
which data bits are coded by two or more recursive systematic 
convolutional (RSC) coders separated by an interleaver. Turbo 
code uses  two same block of  decoders, the decisions from one 
component decoder are passed as input to another decoder and 
this process is iteratively done for several times to get more 
reliable decisions. The high bit error correction power of turbo 
code  originates  from  the  interleaving  at  the  encoder  and 
iterative decoding using extrinsic information at the decoder . 
Turbo  coded  OFDM  (TCOFDM)  system  combines  the 
good  features  of  OFDM  with  that  of  turbo  code.  Using  the 
iterative  property  of  turbo  codes,  a  large  coding  gain  is 
achieved with respect to an un-coded system. 
II.  TURBO ENCODER  
A  Turbo encoder  is built  using  parallel  concatenation  of 
two recursive systematic convolutional code separated by an 
interleaver. A typical turbo encoder is shown in figure 1[2] . 
The binary input data sequence is represented by   =(     
)  . The input sequence is passed into the input of 
the first RSC coder,  that generates  . For the second RSC , 
the data sequence is interleaved using random interleaver in 
which  the  bits  are  output  in  a  pseudo-random  manner.  The 
interleaved data sequence is passed to a second RSC encoder , 
generate bit stream   . The output code sequence of the turbo 
encoder  is  a  multiplexed  (and  possibly  punctured)  stream 
consisting of systematic code bits    along with the parity bits 
of first and second encoders,   and  . 
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Figure 1.   Basic Turbo Encoder  
III.   TUEBO DECODER 
The turbo decoder is constructed from two serial decoding 
blocks that share information. The turbo code decoders often 
work iteratively (loop wise) by sharing the a priori information 
obtained from the log-likelihood ratio (a posteriori information) 
of  the  previously  cascaded  decoder.  This  sharing  of 
information is made possible through the interleaving involved 
in  the  encoder  that  creates  two  weakly  correlated  parity 
streams. The constituent decoders are the optimal decoders for 
the component codes used by the turbo encoder. Figure 2 gives 
a visual representation of the iterative and information sharing 
nature of the decoding strategy [2]. 
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Figure 2.   Turbo Decoder 
 
Both the decoders are the same types ,either log MAP or 
SOVA.  Decoders1  takes   ,  the  systematic  values  of  the 
received  sequence  along  with  which  is  the  received 
sequence parity values belonging to the first  RSC encoder. 
The  output  of  decoder  1  is  interleaved  and  passed  to  the 
decoder  2  as  a  priori  information.  The  same  interleaves  are 
used at both encoder and decoder. The two inputs to decoder 2 
are interleaved version of the systematic received values   
and interleaved version of the soft estimates of decoder 1. The 
a  priori  information  for  first  decoder  is  obtained  from  de-
interleaving  the  soft  estimates  of  second  decoder  .This 
procedure  is  repeated  in  an  iterative  manner.  After  required 
number  of  iterations,  the  a  posteriori  output  of  the  second 
decoder  is  de-interleaved  to  get  the  log  likelihood 
representation  of  the  estimate  of  input  data   .  Larger 
negative  values  of  the  likelihood  ratio  represent  a  strong 
likelihood that the transmitted bit was a '0' and larger positive 
values represent a strong likelihood that the transmitted bit was 
a 'l '.  
Various  algorithms  are  used  for  turbo  decoding  such  as 
Maximum  A  Posteriori  algorithm  (MAP),  Log-MAP 
algorithm,  Max  Log-MAP  algorithm,  Soft  output  Viterbi 
algorithm .  
A.  MAP Algorithm  
Bays theorem is used to describe a posteriori probability 
(APP)  of  a  decision  in  terms  of  continuous  valued  random 
variable 'x' as follows for a set of N classes [2]. 
 
P(d = i / x) =       For  i = 1,2…..N       (1) 
 
P(x) =                             (2) 
 
 Where   is  APP  of  data  d  ,  belonging  to  i
th  
signal class ,   is the PDF of received signal including 
noise , P(d = i) is the a priori probability accounting for the 
probability  of  occurrence  of  the  i
th  signal  class  and    'x' 
conditioned on (d = i) .  The computation of a priori probability 
gives  refinement  to  the  prior  knowledge  about  the  data.  A 
posteriori  probabilities  (APPs)  are  required  to  decode  the 
Turbo code for each data bit. Then the data bit corresponding 
to the maximum a posteriori (MAP) probability for that data bit 
is chosen. The MAP algorithm divide  the paths into two sets: 
those that have an information bit one at step k and those that 
have a zero returning . The implementation of MAP algorithm 
is similar to Viterbi algorithm in two directions on code bits. 
MAP algorithm uses   as forward state metric at state n and 
time k, uses        as reverse state metric at state n and time k 
, uses   as branch metric at state n and time k . 
 
(S) =   )                          (3) 
 
(S’) =   )                           (4) 
 
( ) = 1                                                        (5) 
 
( ) = 0       if                                  (6) 
 
 ) = 1                                                        (7) 
 
 ) = 0      if                                   (8) 
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Where  is the likelihood ratio and f( i, m) represents 
next state given (input, state) as ( i, m). 
B.  Log-MAP Algorithm 
Log-  likelihood  ratio  is  the  Logarithm  of  the  likelihood 
ratio which represent the soft decision of the decoder. LLR of a  
decoder  is  represented  by  three  elements  -  a  channel 
measurement Lc (x), a priori knowledge of the data La (d), and 
an extrinsic LLR  Le )[2] .The extrinsic LLR is the extra 
knowledge  gained  from  the  decoding  process.  So  extrinsic 
LLR is the extra knowledge gained from the decoding process. 
It is given by: 
      
L )  =  Lc(X) + La(d) +  Le )                     (10) 
 
Now at the k
th       instants – 
 
( ) = ln (      )                                        (11) 
 
If      =  1  then  
 
     =   (     )                              
 
( )    =  ln (  )                               (12) 
 
If      =  1  then  
 
     =   (     ) 
 
( )    =  ln (  )                               (13) 
 
C.  Max-Log MAP Algorithm 
This algorithm is implemented based on Jacobian 
algorithm as given below[2] :  
 
ln  (   = max (x , y ) + ln ( 1+  ) 
 
                        = max (x  , y ) +  ( x-y)               (14) 
 
D.  SOVA Algorithm  
SOVA based turbo decoders are attractive due to their low 
complexity and relatively high speed. SOVA works with same 
metric  as  Max-Log-MAP  algorithm,  but  the  information 
returned of the reliability of decoded bit   is computed in a 
different way.  It can provide soft decision value and extrinsic 
information .The algorithm not only computes log –likelihood 
path,  but  also  computes  the  posterior  rate  of  each  bit.  The 
algorithm  considers  the  priori  values  and  transmits  for  next 
decoder. The algorithm gets soft outputs for each bit. 
IV.  TURBO CODED OFDM SYSTEMS 
OFDM  is  the  multi  carrier  modulation  method  in  which 
single  high  data rate  is divided  in  to  multiple low  rate data 
stream and modulated using sub carrier [1]. These sub carriers 
are orthogonal to each other .The main advantages of OFDM 
are its efficient spectral usage by allowing overlapping in the 
frequency domain and multi-path delay spread tolerance. Other 
significant advantage is that the modulation and demodulation 
can be done using inverse fast Fourier transmission (IFFT) and 
fast  Fourier  transmission  (FFT)  operations,  which  are  very 
efficient computationally. OFDM has become a very popular 
modulation  method  in  high-speed  wireless  communications. 
OFDM is a suitable technology for high data rate transmission 
with  forward  error  correction  (FEC)  methods  over  wireless 
channels.  
The  combination  of  turbo  codes  with  the  OFDM 
transmission is called Turbo Coded OFDM (TCOFDM) . It can 
yield  significant  improvements  in  terms  of  lower  energy 
needed to transmit data . There is a large potential gain in using 
the iterative property of turbo decoders where soft bit estimates 
are used together with the known pilot symbols. 
V.   SYSTEM MODEL AND SIMULATION 
 In this paper simulation is done using turbo coded OFDM 
over  fading  channel.  There  are  three  channel  model  of 
Rayleigh & Rician fading channel . These channel models are 
given below: 
Different model for Raleigh fading channel- 
(i)  Frequency-flat ("single path") Rayleigh fading channel 
.In this channel two parameter is used . ts =  , is 
the  sample  time  of  the  input  signal  and  .    fd  =  50Hz  ,  is 
maximum Doppler shift  .  
(ii)  Frequency-selective  ("multiple  path")  fading  channel 
object  that  models  each  discrete  path  as  an  independent 
Rayleigh fading process . In this channel four parameters are 
used ,ts =  , fd= 30Hz , tau is a vector of path 
delays, each specified in seconds. pdb is a vector of average 
path gains, each specified in dB.  
(iii) frequency-flat Rayleigh channel  with no Doppler shift. 
This is a static channel. The sample time of the input signal is 
irrelevant for frequency-flat static channels. 
Different model for Rician  fading channel- 
(i)  frequency-flat  (single  path)  Rician  fading-channel. 
Ts=  , is the sample time of the input signal, in 
seconds. fd =100Hz ,is the maximum Doppler shift, in hertz. 
K=3, is the Rician K-factor in linear scale.  International Journal of Electronics Communication and Computer Technology (IJECCT) 
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(ii)  frequency-selective  (multiple  paths)  fading-channel 
object. If k is a scalar, then the first discrete path is a Rician 
fading process and contains a line-of-sight component with a 
K-factor  of  k,  while  the  remaining  discrete  paths  are 
independent  Rayleigh  fading  processes  with  no  line-of-sight 
component. If k is a vector of the same size as tau, then each 
discrete path is a Rician fading process with a K-factor given 
by the corresponding element of the vector k. tau is a vector 
of path delays, each specified in seconds. pdb is a vector of 
average path gains, each specified in dB. 
(iii) Sets the maximum Doppler shift to 0, the Rician K-
factor to 1, and the Doppler shift and initial phase of the line-
of-sight  component  to  0.  This  channel  models  a  static 
frequency-flat channel, and, in this trivial case, the sample time 
of the signal is unimportant. 
This paper used punctured turbo code at the  rate ½ . The 
generator matrix used in the system is , g =[1 1 1 1 ; 1 0 1 0]. 
Frame  size  is 2600  & total no of  frames  taken  is 100.  The 
encoded  data  stream  is  then  modulated  using  BPSK  , 
QPSK,16-QAM . The complex symbols are again modulated 
using 52 sub carrier OFDM modulator. 52 no of bits are used 
per OFDM symbol, total no symbol are 100 and FFT size is 52 
. Then this signal is transmitted over fading channel. Figure 
3,4,5 show the bit error rate analysis of different Rician fading 
channel    using  16-QAM  ,  QPSK,  BPSK  modulation 
respectively . Figure 6,7,8 show the  bit error rate analysis of 
different  Rayleigh  fading  channel  using  16-QAM  ,  QPSK, 
BPSK  modulation  respectively  .  Simulation  is  done  using 
MAT Lab software . The graph is plotted between Eb / No 
(dB) and bit error rate using SOVA decoder. 
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Figure 3.      BER Performance of Turbo Coded OFDM Over Different Rician 
Fading using 16-QAM Modulation 
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Figure 4.    BER Performance of Turbo Coded OFDM Over Different Rician 
Fading using QPSK Modulation 
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Figure 5.    BER Performance of Turbo Coded OFDM Over Different Rician 
Fading using BPSK Modulation 
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Figure 6.   BER Performance of Turbo Coded OFDM Over Different 
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Figure 7.   BER Performance of Turbo Coded OFDM Over Different 
Rayleigh Fading using QPSK Modulation 
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Figure 8.   BER Performance of Turbo Coded OFDM Over Different 
Rayleigh Fading using BPSK Modulation 
VI.  CONCLUSION  
From  the  simulation  result,  we  can  formulate  that  the 
combination of channel model and modulation technique gives 
better  performance.  For  different  Rician  &  Rayleigh  fading 
channel  ,  combination  of  modulation  technique  and  channel 
model  give  better performance that are given below- 
16-QAM   gives better performance in both Rician as well 
Rayleigh   frequency selective fading  channel model  .QPSK 
and BPSK  give  better performance in both Rician as well 
Rayleigh   fading channel with no Doppler shift . So we can 
choose modulation technique according to the fading channel 
for efficient communication. 
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